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• 6 new crises have been added with 2016 trigger dates. There are now 482 crises from 
1918 to 2016. 

• Updated POWDIS at the actor and system levels. These variables had not been updated 
in the previous version (v12). 

o For the North Korean Nuclear crises, codes were changed so that the US, ROK 
and Japan are treated as a coalition when ROK and Japan are crisis actors. Also, 
USA and ROK are treated as a coalition in Korean peninsula crises when both 
states are crisis actors. 

• Updated ALLYCAP for Pakistan and India, to be consistent with ATOP data that confirm a 
US defensive alliance with Pakistan since 1954, and a non-aggression pact with India 
since 2009. The non-aggression pact is treated as an “informal alliance.” 

o The POWDIS variables at the actor and system levels were also changed to 
reflect these changes. 

• Updated ALLYCAP for Syria to be consistent with ATOP – only informal alliances have 
existed with the USSR and Russia. 

o The POWDIS variables at the actor and system levels were also changed to 
reflect these changes. 

• Updated OUTESR and the 5-year change variables at the system level for the crises that 
were treated as recent cases in the last version (v12) of the data but have now been 
terminated for at least 5 years. 

• Fixed a typo in SYSTRIG for October War (Crisis #255) in which the month and day were 
flipped. 

• The protocol for the NSA data was updated to fix some typos, and to rename the 
VIOLTERROR variable VIOLTERROR_HARD to make it clear that this variable is only 
coding terrorism against state (hard) targets. 

• Crisis 286, VIOL at the system and actor level was updated to be “war,” based on new 
evidence and need to be congruent with conventional definitions of war. 

• Crisis 307, TRIGENT was changed to “995” to reflect that it was an internal revolt which 
triggered the crisis. Also, the summary was updated to fix a typo in the spelling of 
Ndabaningi. 

• Crisis 441, the TRIGDATE values for North Korea and the system were changed to 
“10/3/2002,” after a review of secondary sources. 

• Crisis 134, Israel’s MAJRES was changed to “9,” since the response included a violent act. 
• Crisis 143, Jordan’s  MAJRES was changed to “3,” political act, as Jordan lodged formal 

complaints with the UNSC and Arab League, which led to a formal condemnation of 
Israel. 

• Crisis 270, Uganda’s TRIGGR was changed to “9,” violent act, to be consistent with the 
summary. 

• Crisis 379, Saudi Arabia’s TRIGENT was changed to “995,” for an internal source, and its 
major response was changed to “7,” for multiple including a non-violent military act to 



reflect the verbal accusations against Iran and the denial of Iran’s delegation. The 
response date was changed to” 8/2/1987,” which also led to changes in the timing until 
response and the timing of the response to the termination. Iran’s major response was 
changed to “2,” a verbal act, for its condemnations of Saudi Arabia. The VIOL values for 
Saudi Arabia, Iran and the system were changed to “3,” major clashes, to be consistent 
with the scale of the reported casualties. 

• Crisis 421, Rwanda’s TRIGENT was changed to “996,” and the TRIGGR was changed to 
“8,” indirect violent act, to be consistent with the summary. 

• Crisis 212, Saudi Arabia’s TRIGENT was changed to “651,” Egypt, to be consistent with 
the summary. 

• Crises 248 & 301, South Yemen’s SOUTHV changed to “678” (North Yemen) because of a 
typo. 

• Crisis 380, Angola’s MAJRES is changed to “8,”violent military act, to be consistent with 
the summary. 

• Crisis 315, the major response date was changed for the USSR, East Germany and 
Czechoslovakia, to remain consistent with the summary. The duration lengths were also 
changed. 

• Crisis 401, TRIGENT for Azerbaijan was changed to “995,” since it referred to the 
referendum, and TRIGLOC was changed to “2” to reflect the internal nature of the 
trigger.  

• For crises 401, 402, 404 and 401, TRIGLOC was changed to reflect that “1” is for external 
triggers. 

• Crisis 440, the summary was changed to clarify that it was the perception of 
noncompliance with no more diplomatic options by both the US and UK that triggered 
their crisis. 

• Crisis 213, the response date for DRV was changed, as a typo had made the response 
date earlier than the trigger date. 

• Crisis 176, the ACTOR and SOUTHV codes were changed to be consistent with this being 
Congo Kinshasha. 

• Crisis 436, India's MAJRES was changed to “7,” and Pakisan's TRIGGR was changed to 
“7,” and Pakistan's MAJRES was changed to “7,” to be consistent with the summary. 

• Crisis 290, TRIGENT for France was changed to “996,” since POLISARO is a non-state 
actor. 

• Crisis 299, VIOL for Morocco was changed to “3” to be internally consistent in treating 
Morocco as an actor which experienced violence. 

• Crisis 133, TRIGENT for China was changed to “997,” since the UN forces triggered the 
crisis for China; and TRIGGR for US was changed to “8,” since the initial clashes were 
between China and ROK forces; and TRIGDATE (and timing variables) for US was 
changed to “10/25/1950,” which was the start of the Battle of Unsan. 

• Crisis 170, Panama’s VIOL was changed to “2,” to reflect the violent trigger. 
• Crisis 147, Costa Rica’s MAJRES was changed to “7,” to reflect that Costa Rica did 

respond with the mobilization of forces, as well as with an appeal to the OAS. 



• The NSA data was updated at the actor and system levels, which had not been updated 
in the most recent version of the data (v12). 

• In the NSA data, the values for the foreign-policy-trigger variables were adjusted 
throughout, to match the actor-level ICB data. 


